INTRODUCTION

Mbox Software Version 4.2.1

Software version 4.2.1 is now available for the Mbox Media Server applications including Mbox Designer, Mbox Studio, Mbox Mini, and Mbox Remote.

Overview

Software version 4.2.1 provides minor bug fixes for issues in Mbox, Mbox Remote, and Mbox Daemon. A list of affected items can be found below.

Corrected Issues

Mbox:
+ Fix for LayerCopy transitions not copying from source to destination in FX+ mode
+ Fix for math overflow in v3-style timecode streamed over the network from Director or TC Reader

Remote:
+ Disable creation of keystone/warp and vignette controls for non-output mixes
+ Fix for issue where a network update of the Image Remapping config on one server caused a refresh on all connected servers

Daemon:
+ Fix for path names with “/” in them that caused issue with Content Management